NEWS!
JRNAL became ESCI journal.
(FYI, the link to Thomson Reuters with JRNAL mentioned: http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin/jrlst/jlresults.cgi?PC=EX&Word=robotics) and will evaluate it for potential inclusion in the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) in May 2020”. Namely, JRNAL has been accepted for the ‘waiting list’ and should be indexed in SCIE by May in 2020, which means by May 2020 at the latest. So you encourage to your foreign country’s colleagues to submit JRNAL and also I want foreign researchers to cite the papers in JRNAL as much as possible in papers submitted to other journals, proceedings and books, as citations are an important criterium for selection of the journal in SCIE.
This good news came in from publisher. Note that once JRNAL is indexed, all papers published starting from volume 1 will be indexed too and have an impact factor. Thomson Reuters’s SCIE is high Index.
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